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Clarence has offered to
leave the Air Force and
give up everything -
retirement, comm ission,
etc. I guess, if they will
drop the charges. Called

Ifor input but want
to hear before 4 today. She
would consider this
seriously if he is willing to
grve up trying for full
custody. I don't know if
you talked to him about
this. Do you think you can
get back to me tn the next
hour or so so I can tell and
she can call back. Thanks'

1'-1,
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Thanks! I don't know how
much say as-
seems like theY wouldn't
have waited til the last
minute but theY have...

Well I don't think we r
talking about no visits -
whatever we do we
present it in the best
interests of the child. I

think she wants freedom to
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move, so maybe a sort of
old fashioned agreement.
alternating holidays and
part of summer break and
a weekend a month,
Something comparable to
what he has with some of
the others.

ants primary
custody, she would agree
to every other weekend if
both in Alamo , 2 weeks in

summer and alternating
holidays. Freedom to
move. Child support per
schedule and life
insurance policy in case -
apparently all his kids have
that.

*l*eft#
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Any word yet ? TheY want
her answer by 4 - | know I

told you that... Trial set to
start Monday.

Okay - | guess the court
martial will be on. Talk to
you later. Thanks so much!

I know, thanks for trying.
Why do people always to
do this stuff last minute?
Have a great weekend !
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And the court-martial was indeed "on."
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